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PRESS RELEASE                  
8 November 2021 
 
THE ARTS FOUNDATION APPOINTS INTERIM DIRECTOR 
MARY JANE EDWARDS 
 
The Arts Foundation has appointed Mary Jane Edwards as its Interim Director with 
immediate effect. Mary Jane joins at an exciting time for the foundation, in the lead up to 
The Arts Foundation Futures Award (AFFA) 2022 and brings with her a breadth of 
experience across the arts. She takes over from Shelley Warren, who left in October to 
embark on an MA at Brighton University after 22 years at the helm.  
 
Howell James, Chair of The Arts Foundation says: “I and my fellow Trustees are delighted 
that Mary Jane will be joining The Arts Foundation to oversee the next edition of The Arts 
Foundation Futures Awards 2022 and drive the next phase of the charity’s development. 
Mary Jane’s knowledge of the arts and culture sector is extensive, and her commitment to 
nurturing artistic talent and understanding of both the challenges and opportunities 
currently facing artists and creative communities is formidable.” 
 
Mary Jane Edwards says: “I feel incredibly fortunate to be appointed Interim Director of The 
Arts Foundation, which has long championed the importance of creative practice and its vital 
contribution to society. I look forward to working closely with existing and new partners, and 
critically, resourcing and supporting artists at a pivotal moment in their creative 
development.” 
 
Mary Jane Edwards has a background in social and visual arts and has held senior roles in 
several public arts institutions in the UK, including Cement Fields, FACT and Metal 
Liverpool. In addition to the arts, Mary Jane has worked in social policy, with a particular 
focus on youth employment within the creative industries, and social finance for common 
good. She also established and co-led an environmental art collective, Shrinking Space 
(est.2015), which connects the practices of artists, scientists, and researchers with a focus on 
ecology and environmental sciences. Mary Jane is an Honorary Fellow and Advisory Board 
Member of the University of Liverpool Science and Literature Hub. 
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Media Enquiries 
 
Dennis Chang, Bolton & Quinn 
+44 (0) 20 7221 5000 / dennis@boltonquinn.com 
 
Notes to Editors 
 
The Arts Foundation is a registered charity that supports individual artists and creatives in 
the UK with no strings attached financial support. Since 1993 the Arts Foundation has given 
nearly £2 million to creatives across the spectrum of the Arts. 
 
The Arts Foundation Futures Awards (AFFA) gives out five £10,000 fellowships every year. 
These are awarded based on past work to enable future development. Each year the AFFAs 
focus on both broad and innovative art forms, across Craft, Design, Film, Literature, Material 
Innovation, Music, New Media, Performing and Visual Arts, and aim to highlight lesser-
known areas of creative practice and also include emerging multidisciplinary artists.  
 
The contribution of the Arts Foundation Futures Awards to the Arts in the UK is 
demonstrated by its past Fellows, many of whom have become leaders in their respective art 
forms, including Wayne McGregor (1994), Alice Oswald (1996), Sarah Kane (1998), Asif 
Kapadia (2001), Ali Smith (2001), Rufus Norris (2002), Lynette Yiadom-Boakye (2006). 
 
www.artsfoundation.co.uk 
 
Instagram: @the_arts_foundation 
Twitter: @Arts_Foundation  
Facebook: @theartsfoundation 
 
E: info@artsfoundation.co.uk 
T: +44 (0) 7969 029656 
 
 


